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Warnings and precautions:

This crutch is not a toy. It is an advanced ambulatory aid
designed to assist in walking only. Use for other purposes
may result in harm or injury to yourself and/or others.

Periodically check the crutches and tips for stress cracks
and breaks. Discontinue use if any have developed, and
contact Keen Mobility for repairs or replacement.

Maximum recommended weight for two crutches is 300lbs.

Loosely tightened screws could result in crutch instability
and/or user injury. Contact Keen Mobility for repairs.

Be sure both circle clips (‘h’ p. 6) and all four quick release
levers (‘c’ p. 7) are snugly and firmly fastened.

Slipping is still a possibility. Use extra precaution in wet or
slippery areas, where your crutch is more likely to lose
traction.
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Axillary Crutch Use Instructions
Caution! Please read this information before attempting
to use your new Keen® Navigator™ crutch!

The Navigator™ is one of the finest ambulatory aids in the
world, and after a short introduction to familiarize yourself with
your new crutch, you will be ready to experience new heights in
assisted mobility!

For maximum safety, certain precautions should be taken when
using this product. Before purchase, rental, or use, proper usage
should be explained to you by a physician, retailer, distributor, or
other qualified individual. Be sure to cover:

1. Proper fit according to height of user.

2. Wear and replacement of tips, checking for excessive wear. (i.e.
no metal is showing through tip, and tip lies flat when placed upon
flat surface).

3. Checking for loose or uneven components, that there are no
rattles or cracks in the metal, plastic, etc., or any other
irregularities.

Failure to follow the above instructions may lead to personal injury
to the user.

Guidelines for Crutch Use:

1. Stand straight, shoulders relaxed.

2. Top of crutch should rest against the rib cage, with 2-3 finger
widths (1”-2”) between the inside of the armpit and the top of the
crutch.

3. Hand grips should be positioned so that there is a slight bend in
the elbows, approximately 30 degrees at rest.

4. Crutch tips should rest about 6 inches to the side of each foot.
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5. Do not place significant weight on the top portion of the crutch,
use only for stability reasons. All weight should be focused upon
the handgrips using arm muscles and hands when in motion.

6. Consult a physician for proper walking gait.

Height Fitting:

To adjust the height of the wrist grip, simply pull the quick-release
adjustment levers (top and bottom of handle) outward and then
rotate counterclockwise to loosen. Rotate and adjust handles
according to user’s comfort and height. Then tighten handles in
place by rotating levers clockwise and push levers back into
allocated slots, being careful not to over-tighten.

To adjust the overall height of the crutch, simply pull the circle clip
(h) from the height adjustment tube (k). Then raise or lower height
adjustment tube to the correct height pin hole according to correct
fittings (see guidelines for crutch use). Do not fully remove
adjustment tube. Ensure the circle clip is firmly in place before
using crutch.

Caution:

1. Be sure both crutches are adjusted correctly.

2. Ensure tips are securely attached and not slipping.

3. Replace tips with correct size when noticeably worn, as
worn tips could lead to further injury.

Warnings:

Use extra caution on slick or wet surfaces and uneven terrain  (i.e.,
the kitchen, bathroom, stairs, etc.)

Use extra care while familiarizing yourself to the shock-absorbing
feature of this crutch, especially on  ramps or slopes and
descending down stairs.

Please do not attempt to use crutches if parts are missing or broken.
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Navigator™ crutch
parts diagram

Sizes available (user height):
Tall: 5’10” to 6’6”
Adult: 5’1” to 5’9”
Youth: 4’6” to 5’2”
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Parts list:

Part # Description
a) 10013 Handle assembly
b) 10016 Handgrip
c) 10014 Handle adjustment quick relese lever
d) 10015 Barrel nut
e) 10013 Washer
f) 10009 Adjustement bolt
g) 100xx Main Tube Assembly (specify size and color)
h) 10026 Circle Clip
i) 10022 1” - ¾” Reducing Bushing
j) 10071 ¾” - 5/8” Reducing Bushing
k) 10106 Adjustment Tube Assembly
l) 10001 Underarm Padding
m) 10002 Underarm Support
n) 10006 ¼-20 Bolt
o) 10007 ¼-20 Nut
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Maintenance:

With a few simple precautions and inspections you can help ensure
a long and safe useful life of your Keen Navigator crutch!

Spare parts:

Contact Customer Service at Keen Healthcare, phone number 
503-285-9090, for support if you need replacement parts on your 
crutch. Or e-mail Orders@KeenHealthcare.com

• Periodically check crutch tips for wear and cracking or tearing.
Replace if excessively worn. Discontinue use of tips that show
signs of breaking or tearing as soon as possible.

• If necessary, you can clean your crutch with a towel and warm
water. Solvents and harsh abrasives should not be used.

• The cushion cover may be washed in a normal home washing
machine or by hand, but the cushioning foam should be
removed, if possible, before any washing.

Contacting Keen Healthcare:

Have a question, comment, suggestion, or complaint? Let us know!
We can be reached several different ways:
Email: Orders@KeenHealthcare.com
Telephone: 503.285.9090
Fax: 503.223.9488

Keen Healthcare
9510 SE Main St
Portland, OR  97222
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Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs):

Q: How long should my crutch last?
A: Long term durability testing is currently in progress. Pending
the results of that testing, we fully expect your Navigator crutch to
greatly outlast traditional crutches. The Navigator™ crutch is built
of durable aircraft-grade aluminum, a long-lasting polymer spring
shock-absorber, and high-impact plastic. However, crutch tips and
padding will need to be regularly replaced.

Q: Where can I find more information on the Navigator™ crutch?
A: On our website, at http://www.keenmobility.com! Or give us a call
at 503-285-9090 with your questions, we’d be happy to answer them!

Navigator™ crutch tip replacement
instructions:

Just like replacing old and worn out tires on a car, replacing old
and worn out crutch tips is a necessary part of using a crutch.
(Fortunately, tips don’t need to be “rotated” like tires!)

Your Navigator crutch accepts standard 3/4” - 7/8” crutch tips. See
http://www.keenmobility.com for crutch tips offered online.

Keen’s recommended method for removing old tips is to firmly
grasp the tip and rock it back and forth, slowly and deliberately
working it off the crutch. Twisting is usually ineffective and could
result in loosening the bolt attaching the tip assembly to your
crutch.

When installing the new tip, adding a small amount of water as a
lubricant will make installing the new tip easier. Place the crutch
tip on the ground and firmly push down on the crutch until the
bottom of the crutch hits the bottom of the crutch tip well.
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Keen Navigator crutch,
Features and Benefits:

Contoured and padded underarm shelf
• Better underarm support means less restricted blood circulation.
• Reduces numbness and risk of nervous system injury.
• Padded with patented visco-elastic foam and a washable

moisture-proof cover.

Fully micro-adjustable handle
• Quick-release levers for making height adjustments.
• Ergonomic grip, rotates around axis of crutch for most

comfortable grip angle possible.
• Handle position away from body allows for greater blood flow

through shoulder.
• Designed to help reduce the risk of carpal tunnel syndrome.

Lightweight single-tube aluminum body
• Constructed of aircraft grade aluminum.
• Light weight with excellent strength characteristics.
• Sleek single-tube design improves crutch aesthetics.

Innovative polymer spring shock-absorbing system.
• Reduces stress on shoulders, back, wrists and elbows.
• 3/4" of travel allows for full stability while comforting the body.
• Designed to lessen the risk of osteoarthritis and injury from

jarring effects of crutch use.

Pivoting tip
• Bends and flexes up to 20° with the ground.
• Provides excellent grip and traction.
• Designed to help prevent hazardous slips and falls.
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Warranty

Keen Mobility Company guarantees its Keen Navigator crutch line
to be free from material defect and workmanship for a 1-year
period from the date of delivery to the customer. Normal wear or
damage due to abuse, misuse or neglect are not covered under
warranty for either the crutch or its various components.  Normal
wear on rubber and/or fabric accessories, such as the crutch tips
and the padding covers, is also not covered, and these components
must be replaced at the user’s expense. Product’s finish and
aesthetic appearance are not covered under warranty.  Products that
have been manipulated, reshaped and/or customized cannot be
returned, unless the customization was done by Keen.  All
customization not performed by Keen voids the aforementioned
warranty.

Claims for freight-damaged products should be placed with the
delivering company.  Defective and/or malfunctioning products
should be returned to Keen Mobility Company for replacement as
soon as discovered.  Warranties for all products and parts are
handled by Keen Mobility Company, and all claims other than
freight-damage related claims should be called in to Keen Mobility
Company for processing.  Follow the Steps for Returning
Products below.

Steps For Returning Products

Please call Keen Mobility at (503) 285-9090 and notify a
representative of the problem.  Upon consent of the Keen
representative, send the product postage paid with an explanation
of the defect to Keen Mobility Company at 317 SW Alder, Suite
600  Portland, OR  97204.  Upon receipt of a valid claim and faulty
product, a replacement product will be shipped without delay
including reimbursement for return shipping costs incurred.
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Keen Healthcare
 39510 SE Main ST
Portland, OR  97222

503-285-9090

©2003 Keen Healthcare

Keen Mobility Business Philosophy
The Keen Mobility business philosophy revolves around the idea
of empowering individuals to rise above their limitations and push
beyond their own self-imposed boundaries. To this end, we
develop, manufacture and distribute quality assistive devices that
allow for greater mobility, safety, and independence.

Keen products are designed and engineered from the ground up to
significantly reduce the impact assistive devices normally have on
the body and to reduce the onset of associated conditions and
ailments. Each component contributes to the overall safety,
effectiveness, appearance and durability of the product.
• We will focus on customer needs and offer products and

services to meet and exceed their mobility requirements.
• We will focus our efforts on improving and optimizing the

development and manufacturing processes.
• We will be proactive in finding new points of distribution

within these markets.
• We will look for ways to optimize costs for bringing products

and services to market.
• We will seek to build relationships with markets, suppliers,

staff, and customers, based on mutual respect, understanding
and trust.

Vail Horton, Founder and CEO, 
Keen Healthcare

031403

http://www.KeenHealthcare.com




